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INTRODUCTION  
THE last AGM left us with fresh faces, ideas and hopeful for the year to 
come. The team had been spearheading initiatives that were already 
planned and continuing on the previous year’s work from the first year 
of the term. No one could have presumed that whilst creating a 
workplan that compliments the active and engaging work from the 
previous year, we would be met with such an obstacle that the 
pandemic inevitably prevailed to be. Whilst three Executive Members 
were on a trip representing Maltese Youth in a Youth Conference, the 
borders closed. Therefore, having to manoeuvre bringing our 
colleagues back to Malta was a very proper initiation to how the KNŻ 
Executive, like many other organisations, had to adapt to the 
circumstances.  

We wanted to be proactive in these trying times and not stall our work 
we were eager to accomplish. Although very common now, at the start 
of the pandemic, platforms had not yet been saturated with webinars 
or online events. Therefore our first attempt at moving an event online 
was very successful and gave the Council hope. Many planning 
meetings later, most of our workplan had become adaptable, as 
although most were hopeful normality was on the horizon; we could 
not risk it. This is not to say that it did not come with obstacles, but 
somehow the KNŻ executive managed to have a successful year.  

With all the ongoing international work, our biggest fear was that this 
work came to a halt. Surprisingly, the International Office had one of 
the most successful offices. Once we learned that connecting with our 
peers can happen so quickly online, we got to meet and discuss more 
than we usually would on our two-day trips. The rest of the document 
will evidently show, that once again KNŻ managed to have a successful  
year.  
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However, being an umbrella organisation, the work of our members comes 
up in every discussion. Although we knew that organisations with many 
resources were adapting just as well, we are aware that this is not the norm. 
Suddenly our vision for the year took shape when we realised our role in this 
pandemic. To raise awareness, advocate and keep working and encouraging 
others to keep working. The pandemic made us sacrifice a lot of things; 
however, the voice of the Maltese youth is one we cannot afford to lose. 
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ADMINISTRATION  
RESOURCES  
Office Renovations 

 The Council successfully applied for the A4U scheme, a fund 
administered by Agenzija Zgħazagħ, to renovate its offices in Floriana. 
These renovations' main aim was to make the offices more welcoming 
and comfortable for youths to work in such as by inserting a door to 
offer more privacy between meetings room. 

Office Facilities and Zoom for Member 

Organisation  

It was imperative for the 
executive to open up its doors 
for Member Organisations, to 
be able to host meeting and 
events and a youth-friendly 
environment. As mentioned 
above, it was made sure that the 
office renovation included 
facilities that could make it 
easier for the organisations to 
use the office. With the COVID-19 pandemic preventing youth from 
working, the executive thought it was essential to provide a premium 
video conferencing service to the organisations. Member 
Organisations can book both the office and video conferencing 
through the executive or the website. 

Student Placement Program 2020 

Once again, KNŻ hosted Students for a Placement Program which 
provided work experience. This year KNŻ engaged with three students, 
two of whom were from MCAST and one from University. Two 
students were employed to help with creating the website and 
branding, whilst the other organized the newsletter and assisted in 
administrative work. 
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STATEMENTS 
Workplan  
As is done every year and is mandated by the Statute, KNŻ released its 
workplan for 2020/2021. This workplan can be accessed through KNŻ’s 
Website.  

 

COVID-19 
This turbulent year brought a lot of 
uncertainty, a sentiment that various 
youth felt. The Executive felt it was its 
responsibility to issue statements to 
reach the relevant authorities. KNŻ was 
dedicated to informing youth about the 
dangers of the pandemic and encouraging youth to stay in as much as 
possible.  Another huge uncertainty during the beginning of the pandemic 
for youth was their education, with KNŻ even calling for the suspension of 
lessons in Malta and Gozo. KNŻ released a statement on MATSEC 
Examinations During the Covid-19 pandemic following consultation with 
several student Councils, at both a tertiary and post-secondary level, and 
feedback from KNŻ's member organisations. When the COVID-19 response 
budget KNŻ welcomed the aid provided to youth and kept insisting on more 
accessibility to mental health services, this was becoming an apparent issue 
amongst youth. 

Migration Crisis 

Amid a pandemic, Malta 
once again faced a Migration 
Crisis. KNŻ made it noticeably 
clear that COVID-19 concerns 
do not justify disregard for 
our humanitarian and 
international obligations. 
While the pandemic was 
impacting many things, our 
humanity should not be one of them. This post and several others like it were 
met with waves of hate speech towards migrants, refugees and anyone 
defending them. Having been vocal about the issue in the past, KNŻ made it 
clear that such hate speech should not be tolerated.  
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FINANCE  
Opening new bank account  

A new bank account was opened to facilitate the processing of online 
payments more efficiently and so that members of the executive board 
did not have to use their own debit cards. The idea behind this system 
is that once expenses are approved, a transfer is made from the 
Council’s main bank account to this second bank account which has a 
debit card attached to it. This way the Financial officer can then go 
ahead and process the payment using the Council’s bank card, whilst 
still obtaining double approval since, to transfer money between bank 
accounts, two authorisations are still needed. In this way, we abided 
by the Statute, nonetheless creating a more transparent system of 
processing payments, since there is now a permanent record of all 
payments processed through the Council’s bank account. This method 
has indeed made paying expenses easier, especially with subscriptions. 
Since subscriptions are approved once, each month a sum of money is 
transferred into the bank account and the payment can be processed 
automatically, without the need to repay different executive 
members.  

Communications budget  

The executive board made the decision that a marketing budget was 
needed. Last year, at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, it was 
especially important since all planned events had shifted online, and 
all new events would be online too. This showed us the necessity of 
having a social media budget to be able to reach a wider audience and 
grow the audience we already had. Another reason to allocate funds 
to this was since we were going to have fewer usual expenses 
associated with events since no physical events were taking place. 
Therefore, an amount was allocated every month to spend for 
communications efforts and if any funds were not used, these are able 
to roll over to the next month. This has also aided in better planning of 
social media posts and promotions. With this, we have seen a greater 
reach on both Facebook and Instagram as well as gained more 
followers.  
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Financial protocol 

The Financial Protocol drawn up last year was kept, which clarifies the roles, 
authority, and responsibilities for essential financial management activities 
and decisions. This details the procedures of payments, how finance requests 
are handled, includes a finance approval and reimbursement policy and how 
financial records are maintained. Internet banking was also maintained this 
year with two authorisers for when making any payments. Clarifying points 
were added to this protocol for clarity. Financial responsibilities of the 
Finance Officer were also added so that specific tasks are clearly highlighted 
and documented. 
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MEETINGS 
WITH MEMBER ORGANISATIONS 
As stipulated in Article 9 of the KNŻ statute, the Council has called 
several Organisation Meetings to discuss youth-related issues and 
activities which the Council was working on and discussed several 
topics with the Organisations. These meetings served the purpose to 
both discuss ad hoc issues arising in the country, but also to better 
understand the issues that the members were facing, particularly 
during the time of the pandemic.  

 

WITH STAKEHOLDERS 
Members of Parliament for Youth 

Being a Political organisation, the Council ensured to periodically meet 
with both Parliamentary Secretary for Youth, Sport and Voluntary 
Organisations, Clifton Grima and Shadow Minister for Youth, Robert 
Cutajar, in order for the Council’s positions and viewpoints to be 
present during parliamentary discussions. 

Cannabis Research Meeting with Hon. 
Rosianne Cutajar 

On Wednesday 6th May, the KNŻ met the Parliamentary Secretary for 
Equality and Reforms within the Ministry for Justice, Equality and 
Governance Hon. Rosianne Cutajar. During the meeting, the Council 
presented its research findings on young people’s views on the use of 
Cannabis, done in collaboration with Aġenzija Żgħażagħ. Although 
Hon. Cutajar stressed that the research findings do not show a clear-
cut position 
Maltese youth 
are taking 
towards the 
subject. The 
questions asked 
revealed a 
strong need for 
regulation  
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should this be legalised, and these are the proposals put forward by the 
Council in light of this. 

As a follow up to the work done in the survey, KNŻ participated in a meeting 
organised by FŻL - Forum Żgħażagħ Laburisti to discuss the youth perspective 
in moving the discussion on cannabis legalisation forward. KNŻ advised for a 
cautious approach, reflecting the results of its survey wherein the youth 
opinion is split at a middle, however presented the consensus reached that 
education is key in any way forward. 

Climate Change Consultation Meetings 

Having been on the forefront of the movement that resulted in the Climate 
Emergency Declared the previous year, KNŻ was invited a stakeholder to 
discuss the Climate Change Mitigation Strategy by the Ministry for the 
Environment. Prior to this KNŻ had also met with Hon. Aaron Farrugia the 
Minister for Environment and Hon. David Thake, the then opposition 
representative for environment to discuss the policy proposals KNŻ had 
worked on the previous year. KNŻ also met with the Climate Action Board to 
continue disseminating its environmental policy.  
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Parliamentary Meeting on health  

In a year where health was of such crucial importance, KNŻ was present 
at the Parliamentary Committee on Health discussing the topic Finding 
a new better normal for our well-being where action points that 
needed to be taken in light of the pandemic were discussed with a 
particular view on mental health. 

Meeting with Labour Policy Group 

Being a policy organisation, KNŻ always made sure to discuss its 
policies with entities that directly work on the particular policy topic 
but also looked for policy platforms to see where collaboration could 
occur. KNŻ met with the Labour Policy Group to discuss the various 
policies that it has worked on and intend to continue working. 

Meeting with Student Councils  

A meeting with several Maltese student Councils (KSU, KSJC, Giovanni 
Curmi Higher Secondary Student Council, De La Salle College Sixth 
Form Council, St. Aloysius College Sixth Form Council, Institute of 
Tourism Studies Council, with KSM giving their input via email) was set 
to create a set of recommendations for the Ministry of Education and 
Employment and the MATSEC Board in light of the O'level and A'level 
examinations going forward during the Covid-19 Pandemic. All 
Councils provided their input on a number of recommendations, with 
all parties 
unanimously 
agreeing on a letter 
sent to Hon. Dr 
Owen Bonnici. 
Some of these 
Councils along with 
KNŻ were then 
invited to meet and 
discuss these same 
issues with the Minister himself.  
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INTERNAL AFFAIRS 
CHANGES IN ROLES 
During the past year KNŻ had two resignations. One was by former 
Secretary General Eman Borg who was replaced by Sandrine Borg 
through an internal election. Another resignation came from the then 
International officer Chiara Zappalla. With two roles unoccupied KNŻ 
opened nominations to which two people applied and were given a 
vote of confidence by the Member Organisations during the 2020 
AGM. Gianluca Vella and Nigel Caruana currently occupy the office of 
the Policy and Youth Right Commissioner and International office, 
respectively, after an internal vote within the executive.  The ‘Logistics’ 
Office was changed into the office for ‘Advocacy’ after it was decided 
that it would cater more to the foreseen workplan of the year.   
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PUBLIC RELATIONS 
WEBSITE AND NEWSLETTER  
To improve its reach with its members and youth in general, KNŻ 
invested its time in creating a new website with all the necessary 
resources, information, and news from the Council. The website was 
built to be easily edited and updated to be able to constantly share the 
latest news from the Council and any organisations who would like to 
use the platform. The website 
also contains all the past 
policies of the Councils, the 
National Youth Parliament 
resolutions as well as services 
that youth might need. It also 
contains forms to directly 
contact the Council and give 
their input on youth issues.  

 

 

 

 
 

MEDIA INTERVIEWS  
Statement Interviews 

Following statements issued by KNŻ, members of the Council were 
often invited by various media houses to for interviews to further 
explain the Council’s position. Such instances include the COVID-19 
Budget Measures, the Government Budget and the Gender Quotas.  
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Interview on NET FM and Campus FM on National 
Youth Parliament 

The Council was invited on NET FM to 
discuss KNŻ's work and focused on the 
National Youth Parliament and its 
outcomes. KNŻ was invited on Campus 
FM discuss this year's NYP themes with 
some of the participants. This 
discussion was held with Eman Borg 
and present were representatives 
from every theme, along with the 
National Officer. Throughout the 
interview, participants highlighted 
their main points from their 
resolutions and discussed their 
activism as Youth and students.   

Studio 18 Interview 

Studio 18 is a community of creatives which the President, Secretary General 
and Finance office had the opportunity to be interviewed by one of their 
members to discuss the importance of youth activism.  
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PRESS CONFERENCES 
Launch of Work Plan 

As part of the promotion of the KNŻ Workplan recently approved by 
the member organisations, KNŻ launched the workplan publicly with 
Aġenzija taż-Żgħażagħ and the Parliamentary Secretary for Youth, 
Sport and Voluntary 
Organisations, Clifton 
Grima. As the Council 
works closely with both 
entities, this was an 
opportunity to properly 
explain the plans for the 
upcoming year. 

MEDIA 
MENTIONS  
KNŻ understands the 
importance of raising 
awareness about 
issues relating to 
youth. The Council 
therefore ensured to 
contact the different 
media outlets in Malta 
to promote its work 
and positions taken on 
various issues through 
various articles, press 
releases, meetings and 
statements. 
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POLICY  
YOUTH DIALOGUE  
Artificial Intelligence Policy and Workshops 

This project was centred around 
Artificial Intelligence from a 
youth perspective. A permanent 
subcommittee made up of 
students was formed from a 
number of applications 
submitted by individuals 
following a call for members. 
Additionally, 3 workshops 
throughout the rest of the year, 
all of which contributed to a final 
document containing policy 
proposals, were held. These will, 
after launch, be advocated on a national level with the country's 
decision makers. Apart from students creating policy, it was also 
ensured that professional feedback and consultation is available 

throughout.  

The mentioned workshops 
surrounded the main topics treated 
by the proposal, namely; AI's role in 
the future of work and skills 
(specifically in Education, Health and 
Automation), the potential for AI as a 
catalyst for modernisation 
(specifically in Food Production, 
Transport, and Infrastructure), and 
the impending realities of an 
oncoming 'glasshouse generation' 
(specifically in regulation, ethics, and 
governance). These topics were not 
selected on a whim of course. Apart 
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from discussions within the subcommittee as to the most pressing issues we 
will face in the near future, research was carried out via Opin.me, where we 
collected opinions from youth around the island as to what they think should 
be treated. The input derived from this survey was virtually adopted in its 
entirety - but the most common opinions were given prominence as the main 
chapters.  

The subsequent events of the year meant that workshops could not be held 
as effectively as planned - both due to their online nature and also the fact 
that Artificial Intelligence is in many cases a relatively niche topic and the 
number of youths with a keen interest in its study is not as widespread as 
one might hope, yet. That said, the work still went on, and a document has 
been formed with as many of the ideas given to us by the country's youths 
as possible. The document was expected to be launched at the beginning of 
the year, but upon taking into consideration that these were weeks in which 
most students had exams and several other commitments, it was decided 
that, for the benefit 
of the 
subcommittee 
members and the 
Council's work, the 
document should be 
launched by the 
incoming executive 
board.  

RESEARCH AND DATA 
Youth Housing Policy  

Once again, KNŻ collaborated with Aġenzija Zgħażagħ, similarly to what has 
been done the previous year with the Recreational Cannabis Survey. This 
time the focus was on Youth housing, more specifically aimed at youth older 
than eighteen years old who are in a transitional period in their life and are 
looking to move out of their familial home and live more independently. 
Although this may seem like a normal transition to some, it may be a privilege 
to others. Historically Maltese Youth move out of their familial homes at a 
later stage in their life compared with other countries in Europe. KNŻ wanted 
to investigate if this was by choice or if Maltese Youth are facing specific  
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burdens. The survey was created by consulting with organisations and 
people who had previously done similar research on the topic. The 
results of the survey, as collected by MISCO were presented by the 
Commissioner for Youth Services during the 360 Conference, organised 
by Willingess and Betapsi.  

 

 

 

 

 

NATIONAL YOUTH POLICY  
National Youth Strategy 

KNŻ was approached by 
Aġenzija Zgħażagħ to 
participate in the drafting of 
the Parliamentary 
Secretariat for youth, sports 
and voluntary organisations' 
National Youth Policy - 
Towards 2030 in July 2020. 
Throughout the months of 
July - September, the policy 
and advocacy offices added 
elements to the existing 
draft based on input from 
past Council decisions, NYP 
proposals and other existing European policies. At the end of the 
drafting stage, Advocacy Officer Liam Axisa was present with Hon. 
Clifton Grima and Aġenzija Żgħażagħ CEO Miriam Theuma to launch 
the policy for public consultation.  
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 At the end of the drafting stage for the 2021-2030 National Youth Policy, 
KNŻ together with Aġenzija Żgħażagħ organised a Focus Group in hope of 
eliciting views on the 5 main pillars of the strategy from youths from different 
backgrounds. The session, which lasted over 3 hours, was an incredibly 
productive one and allowed for the organisers to add the tabled proposals 
to the public consultation page.  
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ADVOCACY 
INVESTMENT  
Budget Proposals Covid-19 

In light of the then upcoming covid-19 budget, in June 2020 KNŻ 
submitted budget proposals aimed at helping youth adversely 
impacted by the pandemic, focusing on the themes of employment, 
education and mental health. Of these were the extension of the covid 
wage supplement to full time students and an aggressive campaign to 
highlight the available mental health related services. 

Pre-Budget Proposals Budget 2021 

During the drafting stages of the 2021 Budget, the Advocacy Office 
compiled a number of KNŻ proposals to present to the Finance 
Minister under the headings of: Health (Mental & Sexual), Education, 
Employment, Housing, 
Environment, Infrastructure, 
Gozo, the Voluntary Sector, 
Civil Liberties and Inclusion. 
The proposals were a 
combination of policies 
which the Council had been 
advocating for, NYP 
proposals and Member 
Organisation submissions. 
Prior to the sending of the 
proposals to the Hon. 
Minister, the draft document 
was approved by KNŻ's 
Member Organisations. 
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EDUCATION 
Endorsement of Education Think Tank proposals 

In May 2020, the Ministry for Education and Employment made public their 
aim to launch an Education Think Tank aimed at overhauling the present 
system. After backlash from stakeholders excluded from such think tank, the 
Minister asked several relevant stakeholders, KNŻ included, to participate in 
the process. The Ministry for Education's Education Compass Think Tank took 
place over the month of December, wherein KNŻ was an active member in 
the Stakeholders and Technical Forums. Through these discussions, KNŻ 
pushed the importance of civic education in achieving holistic compulsory 
syllabi. 

ENVIRONMENT  
Endorsement of Spazzji miftuha 

In April 2020, Spazji Miftuħa was formed in response to a proposal by FKNK 
to the Maltese Government to restrict access to the two woodland areas of 
L-Aħrax and il-Miżieb to a private lobby. As the group was formed by a 
coalition of NGOs, and after a discussion in an Executive Meeting, KNŻ 
decided to formally endorse Spazji Miftuħa. Since its inception, the campaign 
now aims to preserve public access and the quality of our open spaces. In the 
spirit of transparency, the coalition is also seeking to publish, in the public 
domain, all similar agreements between government and all entities involved 
in the management of Maltese and Gozitan open spaces. 

Gender Equality  

The Council was invited to 

participate in a panel discussion 

"Soċjetà Ugwali, Soċjetà Sħiħa" 

in commemoration of 

International Women's Day, 

where President Chiara Vassallo 

emphaised the importance of 

focusing on intersectionality 

when discussing gender equality 

from a youth perspective. 
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INTERNATIONAL 
WORK FROM THE INTERNATIONAL OFFICE 
Live Q&A with U.S. Chargé d'Affaires Mark 
Schapiro. 
The U.S. Embassy in collaboration with Kunsill Nazzjonali taż-Żgħażagħ 
(KNŻ), Kunsill Studenti Universitarji (KSU), and Malta Model United 
Nations Society (MaltMUN) hosted a LIVE Q&A, streamed through 
Facebook Live, with U.S. Chargé d'Affaires Mark Schapiro.  He 
answered questions regarded his life as a U.S. diplomat, his three years 
in Malta, the U.S.-Malta 
bilateral relationship, U.S. 
foreign policy, and more. 
The live reached around 
2100 views. The Council 
also separately met with 
both Mr Schapiro at the 
end of his tenure to thank 
him for the assistance 
received from him, and 
also with Ms Gwendolyn 
Green to introduce her to 
the Council’s work and set 
the way for future 
collaborations.  

 

The Post U.S. Election Q&A with Dr. Jefferson-
Jenkins 

Two days after the much-anticipated U.S. election, KNŻ Malta 
partnered up with the U.S. Embassy Valletta, Malta and Malta United 
Nations Society, to discuss global civil rights movement and the impact 
of young people on the election and politics. This was done in a virtual 
Q&A with the esteemed advocate and activist for civil rights,  
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social justice, educational excellence, and stronger citizen participation, Dr. 
Jefferson-Jenkins. 

Dr. Jefferson-Jenkins 
delivered a short 
presentation on the 
U.S. elections mainly 
focusing on her area of 
expertise which 
includes women in 
politics, civil rights, 
social justice, citizen 
participation, youth 
participation, politics 
with a two-party system, and campaign funds. Several organisations 
followed up with their own questions. 

Azerbaijan National Youth Council NAYORA Project 

The Azerbaijan Council are organising a KA1 project and invited KNŻ to apply 
and collaborate. This project is an international opportunity for youth 
workers. The collaborators include Councils forming part of the Southern 
Youth Councils along with Azerbaijan. There will be a preliminary meeting 
prior to the actual event happening close to the end of October and this will 
then be followed by the two trips held in November and December, 
respectively. Once the participants go to the trip to discuss youth work and 
engagement issues, they will have to deliver a dissemination project. KNŻ will 
oversee choosing three Maltese participants and assisting the participants in 
delivering the final project. 
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Imagine Europe  

The International officer of KNŻ was invited to a panel discussion 
organised by Europe House for their project Imagine Europe. The 
Council was asked to share a question and to gather answers as to 
whether youth have any suggestions on what to change and what to 
keep from the European Union. The question was both shared on the 
Newsletter and on Facebook. Nigel Caruana represented KNŻ on this 
panel and 
summarised 
the answers 
that were 
gathered. He 
was joined on 
the Panel by 
JEF, ESO and 
the two MEPs, 
Miriam Dalli 
and Josianne 
Cutajar. 

Europe Day Webinar  

A Facebook Live webinar was broadcasted on the KNŻ page to discuss 
the future of youths in Europe in a post pandemic world. This was done 
in collaboration with the ESN - Erasmus Student Network Malta, 
European Youth Forum and Europe House.  

Youth Diversity in Europe  

KNŻ was approached by the Hungarian Youth Council as during the EYE 
event no translation was offered to the attendees. KNŻ than 
participated in a video where multiple national youth Councils raised 
awareness of the importance of using one's mother tongue at 
European youth events.  
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Everyone expressed himself in their own language. "Let's show Europe's 
diversity and our own national identity." 

 

European Climate Pact Consultation  

The Secretary General attended several consultation meetings about the 
European Climate Pact and made part of various focus groups to 
communicate the priorities of the National Youth Council of Malta based on 
the previous environmental policy done. The Secretary General was also 
chosen to be Climate 
Pact Ambassador as a 
representative of 
KNŻ. She was invited 
as one of five 
panelists alongside 
the European 
Commission’s Deputy 
Director-General for 
Climate Action, Clara 
de la Torre, to discuss 
women in Leadership 
for the Climate.  
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Train: Tracing Integration Policies through 
Structured Dialogue 

Train was a Key Action 3 project of the Erasmus+ Programme, to 
develop policies linked to migration and integration by joining together 
young migrants and policymakers. Although the pandemic prevented 
the last few International activities of the project, a survey was issued 
to gather youth opinions on integration, which were published on the 
communication channels of the project.  

INTERNATIONAL TRIPS 
European Union Youth Conference in Zagreb  

The aim for the trip was to participate in the EU Youth Conference 
which was held in Zagreb hosted by the Croatian Presidency of the 
Council of The European Union. The Youth Conference is a headline 
event of each EU presidency. It brings together policy makers, young 
people and relevant stakeholders to consider and discuss youth policy 
development and implementation. It also affords young people the 
opportunity to inform and 
influence policy makers on 
the issues that are 
impacting on their lives. 
The Structured Dialogue 
between young people and 
policy makers is a central 
feature of each Youth 
Conference. We focused 
on three Youth Goals: 

• Quality Employment for All  

• Quality Youth Work for All 

• Creating Opportunities for 
Rural Youth 

In this conference we discussed the overall results of the EU Youth 
Dialogue 7th cycle and their implementation.  
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German Presidency Youth Conference 

The first digital youth conference organised by the Berlin presidency 
introduced the 8th cycle of the EU Youth Dialogue. The focus was on Youth 
Goal #9: Space and Participation for all. A fundamental topic for youth, 
participants discussed the goal with members of youth Councils and 
International Youth NGOs (IYNGOs) across the EU and explored ways to 
develop and improve youth participation in civic spaces, especially in a digital 
world.  

EUROPEAN YOUTH FORUM (YFJ)  
European Youth Forum Academy: Senior 
Management 

The Secretary General attened the YFJ Academy which is an essential and 
highly valued part of the European Youth Forum’s support and services for 
the Member Organisations. As a bi-annual capacity building event it supports 
the Youth Forum membership to strengthen its foundations, reflecting their 
evolving needs. Resources and knowldege gathered from the academy are 
adapted to fit the council’s needs and improve on its management.  

Expert group on Youth Rights for the European 
Youth Forum  

Following the YFJ Board Elections two spaces on the Expert Group on Youth 
Rights for the Forum were vacant. The YFJ Policy office invited the Secretary 
General of KNŻ to be part of this Expert Group due to her involvement with 
YFJ policy working Groups and Certification by the Council of Europe and 
Youth and Sports Department of league of Arab States on Human Rights 
Education and Youth participation for Euro-Arab Dialogue where she 
represented the Council. 

COMEM  

COMEM is the bi-annual Council of Members of the European Youth Forum, 
young people from all over Europe came together to debate and put forward 
their ideas for the future work of the European Youth Forum. It was attended 
by the President Chiara Vassallo and the International Officer Nigel Caruana. 
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COMMONWEALTH  
Commonwealth Youth Task Force  

The Commonwealth Youth Working Group was launched as an 
initiative by the Maltese Commonwealth Youth Ambassador to serve 
as a bridge between the Commonwealth, Maltese Youths and 
European perspectives. The Youth 
Ambassador engaged in several 
international conversations prior to 
the COVID-19 pandemic, with a trip to 
London in January 2020, where 
together with Senior Government 
officials of Malta, Canada, Cyprus and 
the UK a two-day conference was held 
on the need to put forward European 
themes at the forefront of the 
upcoming CHOGM.  

The Commonwealth Youth Working Group was launched in March in 
preparation for CHOGM 2020 in Rwanda which was later postponed to 
June 2021. Over the course of the year, ten Maltese youths from 
different walks of life met to write the first Maltese Centric declaration 
that will be put forward as part of the Commonwealth Youth Forum 
(CHOGM 2021). This declaration covers the themes of youth 
unemployment, quality education, health, and sustainable 
development.  

Several meetings were 
held in preparation for 
this declaration. In 
October 2020, the 
Working group met Hon 
Evarist Bartolo, Foreign 
Minister and discussed 
this proposed 
declaration. In January 
2021, the working group 
had several 

conversations with The National Youth Agency of Malta. 
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Consultation with other youths across the Commonwealth were held 
periodically. Moreover, workshops to inform and educate youths about the 
Commonwealth are being proposed and are to be held in March 2021. These 
are to be held in all sixth form schools in Malta and Gozo - as part of the 
working group outreach program. 

UNITED NATIONS  

UN Youth Delegate  

After years of lobbying for this role, KNŻ is proudly 
partnering up with the Ministry for Foreign and 
European Affairs, the Permanent Mission of Malta to 
the United Nations New York and MaltMUN to 
establish this exciting programme.  

Maltese youth are already well represented within 
the EU with our membership in the European Youth 
Forum, within the Council of Europe with the Advisory Council on Youth and 
now also within the Commonwealth with the recently assigned 
Commonwealth Youth ambassador. This programme is our intention to 
represent Maltese youth within the UN sphere. 

Back in August KNŻ met with the Permanent Mission of Malta to the United 
Nations New York Ambassador Vanessa Frazier and Director General Darren 
Camilleri with the intention of building a lasting relationship and kick starting 
the UNYD programme. After keen discussions from both sides, both parties 
came to an agreement and a working group was formed. 

The United Nations Youth Delegate’s primary goal is to act as the bridge 
between Maltese youths and the United Nations. By working closely with 
KNŻ and MaltMUN the delegate will engage with young people in Malta and 
with other Youth Delegates abroad over a period of two years. The 
culmination of this project is when the delegate will attend the General 
Assembly in New York for four weeks and work alongside the Maltese 
diplomats and attend meetings along with other UNYDs. The UN youth 
delegate will help establish KNŻ and Malta as active protagonists in the 
international sphere. 
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NATIONAL 
NATIONAL YOUTH PARLIAMENT 2020 
Event  

Every year, the National 
Youth Council takes on 
the role of organising the 
National Youth 
Parliament (NYP). It is one 
of the events by which 
this Council is most known 
for. This Council has been 
organising NYP for the 
past 18 years. For its 18th 
edition, things turned out 
to be a bit different. Being 
hit with the Covid-19 
pandemic, the Council 
thought and planned 
ways how this event was 
going to take place. First off, the themes were selected. Before, the 
Council had the responsibility of selecting these themes. However, the 
Council felt like it was a better idea for the choice of themes to be in 
the hands of the participants who will be discussing these themes and 
creating resolutions ultimately. There needed to be the importance of 
highlighting what youth wanted to discuss in parliament and which 
themes were closest to their hearts. From the numerous responses 
which were gathered through a Google Form, after having a discussion, 
the themes which were most popular and chosen were: 

• Youth Activism in Politics 

• Irregular Migration 

• Economic Consequences of Covid-19 

• Opportunities of Sports and Arts in Malta 
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Normally, the participants are divided into two age groups, 13-18 and 19-35. 
In this edition, all youths were put in the same group and instead of having 
six themes, there were four themes. This made the process easier as each 
team had a larger number of people and the age difference would help youth 
to learn how to interact with older/younger youth and work together. This 
was done to always improve the learning experience. To facilitate this age 
gap, the Council introduced the concept of facilitators which were members 
of this executive. These members had knowledge on the themes themselves 
and were able to 
provide the 
necessary help and 
advice for everything 
to run smoothly. The 
idea of facilitators 
turned out to be a 
beneficial addition to 
the NYP process as 
participants were 
more informed with 
what is going on.  
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After selecting the themes, KNŻ held its annual launch in front of 
Parliament with a press conference. This happened on the 18th of June 
2020.  The media was invited to be present at the event. Present at this 
launch were the President, Secretary General and the National Officer 
as representatives from KNŻ and also Honr. Clifton Grima and Honr. 
Cylde Puli as representatives from both sides of Parliament. The 
Council released the themes that were discussed in this year's edition. 
Applications opened that same day. Since the Covid-19 pandemic was 
still going on, there was still a lot of uncertainty in terms of logistics. 
So the applications were launched, but there was no confirmation on 
the date of the actual plenary session and how it was going to take 
place. The Council focused on keeping in mind the health and safety 
of participants whilst also ensuring that the edition of NYP takes place. 

To initiate the start of the NYP process, there is always the first 
meeting which is held with all the applicants to introduce and start off 
the process. During this meeting, participants were introduced to the 
process and an explanation of how things will be happening including 
the writing of a resolution, the system of facilitators and the 
parliamentary session. During this meeting also, they had the 
opportunity of meeting their team and form basic ideas and also meet 
their facilitators to start getting things sorted for the first meetings. 
Between the participants, they had meetings to discuss proposals and 
also discuss with institutions to improve their proposals. Some teams 
also took on the responsibility of doing a survey to get a general idea 
of what society thinks. There was also a workshop on public speaking. 
This was done most specially to help them adapt to the digital setting 
that this edition was going to take place. This workshop was hosted 
virtually by Pia Zammit on the 7th of November. 

The National Youth Parliament, due to Covid-19 and restrictions took 
place online on a platform called ClickMeeting. This platform was 
provided by YFJ which helped to make everything run more smoothly. 
This platform was the best platform to use as it allowed voting to take 
place online. This session took place on the 14th of November 2020. 
The reason it happened online was to always provide an equal 
opportunity to youths and not letting anything stand in the way of 
making their voice heard. We also wanted to ensure that youth had 
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their work presented properly and in a just way. There was also a smooth 
collaboration between participants and also parliament which allowed the 
process to run smoothly. Members of Parliament also spoke during this 
session and were present to see what youth had to say. They gave their 
contribution on the themes.  

After NYP, there is always a number of meetings which take place. These 
meetings are with stakeholders and leaders of the country to present their 
main ideas and points discussed during the parliamentary session. The 
meetings were held with the Prime Minister, Leader of Opposition and 
Aġenzija Żgħażagħ. Stakeholders gave their ideas on the matter and ensured 
that their voice was heard. These meetings are of importance as it continues 
to strengthen the idea of giving a voice to youth. After this, participants were 
presented with a certificate of participation.  

The Council would like to thank all participants and facilitators for their 
collaboration during this edition of NYP! 
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National Youth Parliament Subcomittee  

The National Youth Parliament still remains one of KNŻ's flagship 
events. To continue highlighting the importance of the outcome of this 
event, the National Office has organised a subcommittee. In this 
subcommittee, past participants have studied the resolutions from 
2015 to 2019 to analyse which proposals have been done and which 
have not been done. For those which have not been done, the 
subcommittee has taken on the task in researching means on how this 
proposal may be done. This subcommittee was made of six 
participants. Along side, the SDG Champion of Prosperity has done her 
own research in seeing the relation of these proposals to SDGs. All the 
research and findings have been compiled into a document showing 
all the data and work done by these members.  

The members of this subcommittee are all NYP alumni who have 
taken part at least twice in recent years. They were selected on an 
interview basis from several people who applied. After being selected, 
the team went on board with researching and breaking down the 
proposals and sorting them. This so-called research was referred to as 
Phase 1. Participants broke down their proposals in a spread sheet so 
that all the data can be seen graphically. After filtering out the 
proposals, the 
team had to 
move on to the 
next phase 
where they 
went on to 
discuss the 
different ways 
these proposals 
can be 
implemented. 
This was done 
through 
research and 
even reaching 
out to different 
people to see  
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what methods of research are most applicable to these times. From these 
proposals, another section was created and this was the relation of the 
implementation of these proposals with SDGs. Further discussion and 
research was made to see that these proposals apply to the SDGs to always 
think of a more sustainable way forward. All of this research was then 
compiled into one document.  

The importance of this document was to always show the work that youth 
are doing and understand the importance of the National Youth Parliament. 
These sessions are what helps and promotes work to not lose the value and 
importance of these proposals and ideas. The document ensures that no 
piece of work from the resolutions gets lost. 

CAMPAIGNS 
Inspire Empower  
Theme 1: Covid-19 and Mental Wellbeing 

The first segment of the Inspire 
Empower campaign was held 
between the 30th of March 2020 and 
13th of April 2020. Covid-19 
circumstances created several 
challenges related to mental health 
and in order to assist youth 
throughout the pandemic, an online 
project was launched, focusing on 
four aspects. The first post 
acknowledged that it is okay to feel 
anxious and helpless in times like these. The value of self-care was then 
highlighted, by promoting several activities that one could do to take time 
for themselves. Consequently, the importance of being there for friends and 
family was emphasised, and a number of covid-friendly ways to help others 
were shared. Given that social media was an outlet for many, another poster 
emphasised the need to filter fake news and take a break from all the 
information available should it become overwhelming. Finally, a list of 
mental health related services that were accessible during the pandemic was 
shared, encouraging young people to reach out should they need to talk to a 
professional. Throughout this project, secondary schools were engaged to 
ensure a wider reach. 
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Theme 2: The subtle art of Overthinking 

The second segment of the campaign was held between the 14th of 
May and the 30th of May 2020, in collaboration with the Willingness 
Team. The focus of this project was on overthinking, and to start with, 
we shared a simple definition of this concept. This set the tone for the 
rest of the posts, clarifying what it means to overthink and what signs 
to look out for. We then posted a list of practical exercises that one 
could do to cope with overthinking and feel more in control. This was 
further emphasised in a webinar organised between KNŻ and two 
professionals from the Willingness Team. Several questions were 
collected from youth through a google form, which were subsequently 
answered and discussed in detail during the webinar. This activity 
engaged a large crowd and the response was overwhelming. Finally, 
we compiled a list of services that young people could refer to, should 
they feel the need to discuss mental health issues with a professional.  
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Theme 3: Social Media  

This segment of the inspire empower 
campaign discussed the use of social 
media from three different angles: 
social media platforms as spaces to hold 
healthy discussions and voice opinions, 
the importance of setting boundaries 
and curating feeds, and the link to 
underlying mental-health related issues 
such as body image, perception of 
reality and anxiety that may arise due to 
social media use. A discussion in 
webinar format was held with experts 
from Willingness to get professional 
insight on how to be more mindful 
when on social media, and services 
related to cybercrime and hate speech 
were also shared. 
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EVENTS 
Tool4Teen project  

As a stakeholder for youth, the Council was invited by Willingness to 
participate in the Tool4Teen project and contribute in the 
development of an educational tool for young parents. The purpose of 
the tool is to provide valuable information to youths entering 
parenthood, including practical skills, a list of services and means for 
support. The tool will also be accessible by educators and youth 
workers who get in contact with teen parents in their line of work. 

Clean-up 

As part of its drive to help the environment whilst raising awareness 
and encouraging 
young people to be 
more conscious of 
the environment, 
KNŻ organised a 
clean-up in Qalet 
Marku. A total of 
20 bags of waste 
were collected in 
two hours and then 
disposed of properly. 

SERVICES FOR YOUTH  
Volunteering during the pandemic 

The unprecedented Covid19 pandemic 
created difficult circumstances for many. It 
was also a time to show solidarity towards 
those less fortunate. To this end, the 
Council shared numerous safe 
volunteering opportunities on its 
platforms and encouraged young people 
to assist others in any way they could. 
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Voluntary 
Organisations toolkit  

Maintaining a valid VO status on a 
yearly basis can be quite a task. This 
year, several legislative 
amendments were introduced, and 
the process was overhauled. To 
help Voluntary Organisations, a VO 
status toolkit was launched, 
containing a step-by-step guide for 
organisations who are either 
looking to enroll for the first time, 
or shall submit their annual 
submissions following their AGM.  

Sexual Health services - Promotion 

Equally important to looking after sexual health is knowing who to ask for 
help, especially since this is quite a personal topic. To make it easier for 
youth, a list of sexual health services was compiled, including both medical 
assistance, as well as specialised counselling services and psychological help 
for issues relating to sexual health.  
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Inclusive Spaces Toolkit 

The inclusive spaces toolkit aims at raising awareness on the 
importance of setting up 
inclusive spaces. NGOs are 
constantly setting up 
spaces and bringing 
people together to share 
ideas and work together. 
Within such spaces, every 
person should have the 
opportunity to feel 
welcome to engage in civic 
life, participate and share 
ideas. In order to achieve 
this, the toolkit lists some 
practical points that one 
may consider when 
planning events, 
campaigns or workshops. 
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS   
Youth and Sustainable Development Debate and 
SDG Youth Conference  

 

The Ministry within the Office of the Prime Minister (Responsible for 
Sustainable Development, Social Dialogue and the Implementation of the 
Electoral Manifesto) along with KNŻ and Aġenzija Żgħażagħ held the 
conference ‘Youth and Sustainable Development’. The objective of the 
conference was to encourage the further engagement of youth in the 
development of Malta’s Sustainable Development Strategy for 2050. The 
outcomes of this 
conference were 
reported and a 
document with 
proposals was 
formulated. These 
proposals were then 
shared with 
Members of 
Parliament during 
the SDG Youth 
Debate.  
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